Hallo
Leipzig.

Welcome
to our World.

Hello from ECC, the leading clearing house for energy and
commodity products in Europe. As part of the EEX Group, we
have our roots in Leipzig and 16 offices worldwide. For our
customers, we make trading more secure through physical
and financial settlement of transactions concluded on the
EEX Group exchanges. What’s the secret to our success?
We are an expert team of dynamic individuals that drive
forward exciting projects while sharing experiences,
celebrating success and creating memories, together.

(Senior) Process Manager (f/m/d)

Your tasks: As (Senior) Process Manager you will help ECC
and EEX to improve our process lifecycle management
framework, shaping tools and techniques involved in the initial
process design over process descriptions and inventory
management to process efficiency and risk analysis and
corresponding remediation planning. You will conceptualize, build
and manage a Community of Practice with the aim to
continuously improve our process landscape and guide process
responsible managers, decision takers, risk managers and other
stakeholders across the organization in process management

We offer you:
› Attractive compensation and many benefits including
childcare facilities, meal allowance, job ticket, sport and
recreational events
› Personal development thanks to extensive training and
learning offers
› A place in a dynamic and international team within the EEX
Group and the Deutsche Börse Group
› A long-term perspective in the constantly growing and
evolving energy industry

practices. Your eagerness to learn and share and your
willingness to collaborate with a diverse range of colleagues from
various backgrounds will help you make a valuable contribution

The exchange mindset.

to the resilience of our company and ultimately strengthen our
role in energy and financial markets. After all, we value the
exchange of ideas, being there for each other and encouraging
each other to become better. We call it: the exchange mindset.

_________________________________________________
You have made it this far – together with us you can
go further: Please send your job applications to
Nadin Eckhardt at jobs@ecc.de or have a look online
at ecc.de > Career. You are welcome at any time.
(For encrypted transmission of your applicant
details, please contact jobs@ecc.de)

You bring along:
› At least 3 years working experience in Business
Management, Administration, Operations or Project
Management involving process design or reengineering
› Strong analytical thinking and problem-solving skills
› Excellent inter-personal skills – to interact with all process
management stakeholders including senior management
› Working experience or certification as a Process Manager is
desirable but not mandatory.
› Experience of working in a bank and/or a commodity
environment is appreciated.
› Excellent communication skills both written and verbal in
German and English are a must; French or other languages
are highly desirable.

www.ecc.com or follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn and Xing.

